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CHAPTER 2

ABSTRACT
Objective: Living with a demented person has been associated with high levels of clini!
cal depression and anxiety. However, there are no prospective studies that allow good
estimates of the incidence of depression and anxiety. In this study, the authors assess
the long!term incidence of depression and anxiety in the spouses of patients with de!
mentia as recorded by general practitioners.
Design: Prospective naturalistic cohort study with a comparison group. Data from
medical records in 2001–2007 were analyzed.
Participants: Two hundred eighteen spouses of patients with dementia and 353 age
and gender!matched spouses of nondemented persons.
Setting: Seventy!one general practices in the Netherlands with a listed source popula!
tion of
320,309 patients.
Measurements: Incidence rates (IRs) per 1,000 person!years and hazard ratios (HRs) of
depression and anxiety; prescription rates (per 1,000 person years) for antidepressants
and anxiolytics.
Results: A new episode of depression was diagnosed in 18 spouses and 7 comparison
spouses (IRs of 18.8/1,000 person!years and 4.4/1,000 person!years, respectively).
Spouses of patients with dementia were far more likely to be diagnosed with depres!
sion than the comparison spouses (HR, 4.16; 95% CI: 1.73 to 9.98). Spouses did not
have a higher incidence of anxiety than the comparison group (HR, 1.26; 95% CI: 0.58
to 2.71). The prescription rates for both antidepressants and anxiolytics were signifi!
cantly higher for spouses than for the comparison group.
Conclusion: The spouses of patients with dementia have a fourfold higher risk of a
diagnosis of depression than the spouses of nondemented persons. The authors could
not establish this for anxiety.
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INTRODUCTION
Dementia is a highly prevalent disorder in the elderly, and with the aging of the popu!
lation, the number of dementia patients will increase considerably in the next few
decades.1, 2 The majority of these patients live in the community. Often a family mem!
ber cares for them, and if a spouse is present, he or she usually acts as the primary
informal caregiver.3 Taking care of a relative with dementia is burdensome and can
lead to health problems, especially mental health problems.3!5 Numerous studies have
reported that the prevalence of depression and anxiety in caregivers is high.6!11 How!
ever, very little is known about the incidence rates (IRs) for anxiety and depression in
the spouses of patients with dementia. Very few studies, all small scale and with se!
lected populations, have reported such IR.
Tackling psychiatric morbidity in caregivers is needed to reduce their distress and
enable them to continue caring for their family member. Poor health of the primary
caregiver is a major predictor for institutionalization of the patient.12 When a caregiver
is no longer able to handle the daily care for the demented person, an appeal will be
made for professional care, with potentially high costs for society. Therefore, the
timely detection of (subthreshold) psychiatric morbidity in spousal caregivers com!
bined with appropriate interventions is extremely important and may be very cost!
effective.
Incidence studies are needed to further assess the risks for the occurrence of psy!
chiatric disorders. More precise estimates of the incidence of depression and anxiety in
the caregiver population will enable us to assess the need for healthcare services and
the need to provide support for this specific group more adequately.
Good!quality prospective studies on the incidence of depression in caregivers are
rare, and the few that have been carried out mainly describe the prevalence or corre!
lates of psychiatric morbidity.5, 11, 13, 14 In a systematic review, Cuijpers9 reported that
nearly half of the caregivers of dementia patients develop depression. However, this
estimate was based on three studies, only one of which reported an IR.15 The other
two studies did not report IRs for subjects who did not have a depressive disorder at
baseline. In one study, 25% of the caregivers met the criteria for a depressive disorder
at baseline, when compared with 32% after 13 months.16 In the other study, 4 years
after baseline, 34% of the caregivers had had a depressive disorder, when compared to
17% at baseline.17
The manifestation of anxiety among family caregivers of patients with dementia
has received even less attention.8, 18 Theoretically, anxiety is likely to occur as a conse!
quence of the distress caused by the caregiving situation.
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A systematic review reported that clinically significant anxiety affects about a quarter
of caregivers for people with dementia and was more common than in matched con!
trols.8 Nevertheless, no cohort studies have yet focused on the incidence of anxiety in
family caregivers.
In this article, we address the following research question: what is the incidence of
depression and anxiety as recorded in general practice among the spouses of patients
with dementia, compared with age and gender matched spouses of nondemented
persons? We hypothesized that the spouses of patients with dementia are more fre!
quently diagnosed with depression and anxiety than the comparison spouses and that
this will also be reflected in higher prescription rates for antidepressants and anxio!
lytics and referral rates to specialist mental healthcare among the spouses of patients
with dementia.

METHODS
The incidences found in this study are based on continuous recordings of diagnoses by
specifically trained general practitioners (GP). Unlike most other researchers, we could
make use of data from an unselected population with a very long follow!up period of 6
years. In the Netherlands, the GP acts as the “gatekeeper” to specialist care. All inhabi!
tants are registered in a general practice, and 90% of the elderly visit their GP at least
once a year.19 Therefore, the morbidity reported in general practice is representative
for the morbidity reported in healthcare in general.
Design and study population
In this prospective cohort study, we compared the spouses of patients with dementia
with matched spouses of nondemented persons to assess the incidence of depression
and anxiety, the prescription of antidepressants, and referrals to mental healthcare
specialists from 2001 to 2007. The incidences are based on continuous registrations in
medical records made by GPs who had been specifically trained in diagnostic coding.
Data collection
Practices and source population
Data were retrieved from the routinely kept electronic medical records of patients
registered in general practices participating in the Netherlands General Practice Infor!
mation Network (LINH). The LINH database holds longitudinal data on approximately
340,000 individuals, collected by a nationally representative network of 180 GPs,
spread throughout the Netherlands.
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Since 2001, these GPs have been continuously recording data on the number of con!
sultations, diagnoses, prescriptions, and referrals in the electronic medical records of
all their registered patients. Contact diagnoses were clustered into episodes of the
same disease.20!22 For each episode, the GPs recorded whether it concerned a first visit
or a follow!up visit. The GPs were trained to code according to the International Classi!
fication of Primary Care (ICPC). A written manual and a desk card with all ICPC!codes
with short definitions were provided to them. Before their participation in LINH, the
GPs completed a course in the use of the ICPC as well. Furthermore, the registration
system of the participating general practices was adjusted to support the ICPC coding.
The adjusted registration systems checked for missing data and reminded the GP to
code a diagnosis. The GPs could also use a thesaurus of keywords, which made it easier
to search for the correct ICPC code. To determine the variability in coding between GPs
they were asked to code 30 written case vignettes (nonresponse 17%). Their codes
were compared with an expert panel of four nonparticipating GPs with specific exper!
tise in the ICPC. The average consensus between the GPs and (at least one of) the
experts was 81%.23
Spouses of patients with dementia
From the database, we selected all spouses of patients who received a diagnosis of
dementia during 2001 (N = 218). Spouses who, themselves, were also diagnosed with
dementia in 2001!2007 were excluded (N = 17).
Comparison spouses
For every spouse of a demented patient, an independent researcher selected, if avail!
able, two comparison spouses from the same practice, matched for age in 5!year in!
tervals, gender, and living with a spouse (N = 353). If more than two comparison
spouses were available, a random selection was performed. Neither the comparison
spouses nor their partners were diagnosed with dementia during the study period. The
entry date of spouses and comparison spouses was set as the date on which the pa!
tient for whom the spouse was caring was diagnosed with dementia.
Outcome measures
The main outcome measures were the IRs for depression and anxiety. Because drop
out could occur during follow!up, we calculated annual IRs per 1,000 persons. We
calculated the hazard ratio (HR) adjusted for age, gender, and number of chronic dis!
eases. The secondary outcome measures were prescription rates for antidepressants
and the number of referrals to specialist mental healthcare.
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Definition and computation of incidence
Incidence was defined as a new episode of anxiety or depression, which occurred in
the spouse or comparison spouse after the date on which the spouse’s partner was
diagnosed with dementia. The IRs of depression and anxiety were calculated per 1,000
persons!years by dividing the number of new cases of disease by the sum of time that
each person remains under observation and is free from disease.
Main outcome measures
Depression: a new episode of depressive feelings (ICPC!code P03) or depression disor!
der (P76). The diagnostic criteria for depressive depression disorder are based on Di!
agnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition, criteria for major
depression. Depressive feeling is comparable with minor depression.
Anxiety: a new episode of anxious feelings (P01) or anxiety disorder (P74). The di!
agnostic criteria for anxiety disorder are comparable with Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition, anxiety disorders. Anxious feeling is com!
parable with subthreshold anxiety.
Secondary outcome measures
Prescription of antidepressants and anxiolytics: prescriptions for medication were
coded according to the Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical Classification System. We
calculated the annual prescription rate for antidepressants (Anatomical Therapeutic
Chemical Classification system codes listed under N06A) and anxiolytics (N05B) per
1,000 persons.
Referrals to specialist mental healthcare: number of spouses and comparison
spouses referred to mental healthcare (psychologist, psychiatry, mental healthcare
center, and psychotherapy) after the spouse’s partner was diagnosed with dementia.
Statistical analysis
Among spouses and comparison spouses, IRs of depression and IRs of anxiety per
1,000 person!years were calculated. Because spouses and comparison spouses could
leave the practice before the end of the study period, we corrected for the period
during which the person was registered when calculating the IRs. Spouses of patients
with dementia were matched with spouses of nondemented patients. Therefore, the
analyses were performed using techniques to adjust for the correlation between the
spouses and comparison spouses. The measures for each spouse and their matched
comparison spouse(s) are treated as a cluster. Depression and anxiety!free survival of
spouses and comparison spouses were compared using a shared gamma frailty model
(a random!effects model).
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A frailty model is a random effects model for time variables, where the random effect
(the frailty) has a multiplicative effect on the hazard.24 The analyses included adjust!
ment for differences in age (as a continuous variable), sex, and number of chronic
diseases within the first year after entering the study. The number of chronic diseases
was based on the Statistics the Netherlands list of chronic diseases.25 We measured
time to event from the date of onset of dementia in the patient. Persons who were
episode!free during the entire follow!up period were censored on December 31, 2006,
for these analyses. Persons who dropped out of the cohort (e.g., due to moving house)
were censored on the drop!out date. Persons whose drop!out date was unknown were
censored on the date of the last known visit to the practice.
Differences in the number of spouses and comparison spouses receiving an antide!
pressant or anxiolytic prescription were evaluated with a logistic regression model
using the generalized estimating equation method. Analyses were performed with
SPSS (version 15.0) and Stata (version 10.1) statistical packages. Statistical significance
was considered as two!tailed p <0.05.

RESULTS
Study population
Data were extracted from 71 general practices that participated in LINH from 2001 to
2007. In 2001, 218 patients were diagnosed with dementia and were living with a
spouse. The mean age of the patients with dementia was 78 years (range: 55!98), and
60% of them were men.
Spouses of a patients with dementia: exposed spouses
For the 218 spouses of a demented person, the mean follow!up period was 4.78 years.
The spouses had a mean age of 76.2 years (range: 54!93, SD 7.3) and were mainly
women. The other characteristics of the spouses are shown in Table 1. Of these
spouses, 29% died or left the practice for different reasons before the end of the study
period (Figure 1). During the follow!up period, 10 spouses (4%) did not visit their GP at
all.
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Figure 1: Flow chart of the study population and dropouts
Spouses
Controls
1st year (t=0)
N=218

1st year (t=0)
N=353
moved (n=3)
died (n=4)

2nd Year
N=211

2nd Year
N=331
moved (n=3)
died (n=11)
changed GP (n=1)
other (n=8)
unknown (n=1)

moved (n=2)
died (n=3)
changed GP (n=3)
other (n=5)
3rd Year
N=198

3rd Year
N=307
moved (n=2)
died (n=6)
changed GP (n=1)
other (n=4)

4th Year
N=185

died (n=7)
changed GP (n=1)
other (n=7)

4th Year
N=292
died (n=4)
changed GP (n=1)
other (n=6)

5th Year
N=174

moved (n=1)
died (n=6)
changed GP (n=3)
other (n=7)
5th Year
N=275

moved (n=1)
died (n=3)
changed GP (n=2)
other (n=5)
6th Year
N=163

End of study
N=154
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moved (n=6)
died (n=9)
changed GP (n=3)
other (n=3)
unknown (n=1)

died (n=1)
other (n=7)
unknown (n=1)

moved (n=4)
died (n=6)
other (n=11)

6th Year
N=254

End of study
N=245

moved (n=1)
died (n=1)
other (n=7)
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Comparison spouses
The total population of matched comparison spouses consisted of 353 persons. For
159 spouses of patients with dementia, we found two matched comparison spouses;
for 35 spouses, we found one matched comparison spouse; and for 22 spouses, no
matched comparison spouse could be found.
The mean follow!up period for the comparison spouses was 4.67 years. Their mean
age was 75.3 years (range: 52!93, SD 7.4). The other characteristics of the comparison
group are presented in Table 1. Of the comparison spouses, 31% died or left the prac!
tice for different reasons before the end of the study period (Figure 1). During the
follow!up period, 27 comparison spouses (8%) did not visit their GP at all. The charac!
teristics of the spouses and the comparison spouses are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Characteristics of the spouses and comparison spouses
Spouses
(n=218)
Female, no (%)
Mean follow!up period (years) from 2001 (SD)
Mean number of chronic diseases in first year after
entry in study (range)
Mean number of visits to the GP per year (SD)

131
4.78
0.85

(60.1)
(1.5)
(0!5)

7.7

(7.9)

Comparison
spouses
(n=353)
191
(54.1)
4.67
(1.6)
0.89
(0!5)
7.6

(9.7)

Depression
During the study period, six spouses and six comparison spouses consulted their GP
because of having a prevalent depression. These persons were excluded to calculate
the incidence of depression. In 8% of the spouses with a demented partner, the GP
recorded incident depression. The majority had a depressive disorder, and the others
had a minor depression (Table 2). The mean time to the new episode of depression
was 22 months. Of the depressed spouses, 11 had a demented partner who died dur!
ing the study period. Most of these spouses had their first episode of depression after
the death of their partner, and this occurred, on average 7 months after their partner’s
death. None of the 18 depressed spouses had a partner who was institutionalized
during the follow!up period. Only 2% of the comparison spouses had incident depres!
sion. Most of them had a depressive disorder, and a minority had a minor depression
(Table 2). This occurred after a mean period of 1.5 years.
The IR for depression was 18.8/1,000 person!years for spouses and 4.4/1,000 per!
son!years for comparison spouses. Cox regression analysis using a random effects
model showed that the spouses were far more likely to have a new episode of depres!
sion than the comparison spouses during the follow!up period (HR= 4.16, 95% CI 1.73
to 9.98, z = 3.19, p = 0.001).
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This risk was even higher for depression at disorder level only (ICPC!code P76) for the
spouses than for the comparison spouses. When analyzing only the period that the
demented person was alive, the spouses were still three times more likely to get a
diagnosis of incident depression than comparison spouses (HR= 2.98, 95% CI 1.15 to
7.71, z = 2.26, p = 0.024).
Table 2. Number of persons with depression and anxiety and prescriptions of antidepressants
and anxiolytics among spouses and comparison spouses

Prevalent depression
Incident depression (P76 or P03)
Depressive disorder (P76)
Depressive feelings (P03)
Prevalent anxiety
Incident anxiety (P74 or P01)
Anxiety disorder (P74)
Anxious feelings (P01)
Prescriptions
Antidepressants (N06A)
Anxiolytics (N05B)
Antidepressants and anxiolytics

Spouses
(n=218)
6
18
15
3
6
12
2
10
38
56
18

Number
Comparison spouses
(n=353)
6
7
5
2
7
15
3
12
28
62
10

Anxiety
During the study period, six spouses and seven comparison spouses consulted their GP
because of having prevalent anxiety. These persons were excluded to calculate the
incidence of anxiety. A new episode of anxiety was diagnosed in 6% of the spouses
(Table 2). Anxiety was diagnosed for the first time after a mean period of 1.7 years. Of
the spouses with anxiety, six had a demented partner who died during the study pe!
riod; none of the patients with dementia they cared for were institutionalized. All but
one of the spouses had their first episode of anxiety after the death of their partner,
and this occurred, on average, 20 months after their partner’s death. The GPs diag!
nosed a new episode anxiety in 4% of the comparison spouses (Table 2). They had an
incident diagnosis of anxiety after a mean period of 16 months. For the spouses and
for the comparison spouses, the majority with incident anxiety had a diagnosis of sub!
threshold anxiety, and only a few had an anxiety disorder.
The IR for anxiety was 12.4/1,000 person!years for spouses, and 9.5/1,000 person!
years for comparison spouses. The time to diagnosis of anxiety did not differ signifi!
cantly between both groups (HR = 1.26, 95% CI 0.58 to 2.71, z = 0.58, p = 0.561).
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There was no change in these findings when the analysis was repeated at disorder
level (ICPC!code P74) only. When analyzing only the period that the demented person
was alive, the HR decreased to 0.80 (95% CI 0.31 to 2.03; z =!0.47, p = 0.635).
Comorbidity of depression and anxiety
Of all the spouses with incident depression, six (33%) were also diagnosed with anxi!
ety. Of these, three had a depression first, and three had anxiety first. There was only
one spouse in the comparison group who had both depression and anxiety, and de!
pression was diagnosed first in this person.
Prescription of antidepressants
The number of spouses who received a prescription for antidepressants was signifi!
cantly higher than the number of comparison spouses (Wald "² = 11.8, df = 1, p =
0.001). During the study period, the percentage of spouses who received at least one
prescription for an antidepressant was about twice as high as in percentage in the
comparison group. This corresponds with a prescription rate of 36.5/1,000 person!
years and 17.0/1,000 person!years for spouses and comparison spouses, respectively.
The absolute numbers of persons with an antidepressant prescription are presented in
Table 2.
Antidepressants were prescribed for 16 of the 24 spouses with incident depression
or anxiety. Furthermore, eight spouses with prevalent depression or anxiety received a
prescription for an antidepressant. Antidepressants were prescribed for 14 persons,
even though the GP did not record a diagnosis of depression or anxiety. There were 9
of the 21 comparison spouses with incident depression or anxiety and four comparison
spouses with prevalent depression or anxiety who received a prescription for antide!
pressants. The GPs also prescribed antidepressants for 15 comparison spouses without
recording a diagnosis of depression or anxiety.
Prescription of anxiolytics
Anxiolytics were more often prescribed for spouses than for comparison spouses
(Wald "² = 5.7, df = 1, p = 0.017). The prescription rates were 53.7/1,000 person!years
and 37.6/1,000 person!years, respectively. The absolute number of persons in both
groups with an anxiolytic prescription is presented in Table 2.
Of the 24 spouses with incident depression or anxiety, 19 received a prescription
for an anxiolytic. The other anxiolytic prescriptions were for five spouses with preva!
lent depression or anxiety and 32 spouses for whom no such diagnosis was recorded.
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Anxiolytics were prescribed for 10 of the 21 comparison spouses with an incident de!
pression or anxiety, for 7 comparison spouses with a prevalent episode, and for 45
comparison spouses for whom no such diagnosis was recorded. A number of spouses
and comparison spouses received a prescription for both antidepressants and anxio!
lytics (Table 2).
Referrals to mental healthcare
During the study period, only four spouses and one spouse in the comparison group
were referred to a mental healthcare specialist. Of the spouses who were referred,
two were diagnosed with incident depression. Neither the other two spouses nor the
spouse in the comparison group had a recorded diagnosis of anxiety or depression.
Further analyses were inappropriate because these numbers were so small.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we found, as hypothesized, that the spouses of patients with dementia
had a fourfold risk of diagnosis of incident depression, when compared with matched
spouses of nondemented persons during an average follow!up of almost 5 years. Data
concerning medication supported this finding. The spouses of patients with dementia
had a twofold risk for the prescription of antidepressants. However, we could not es!
tablish a higher risk for a diagnosis of anxiety in these spouses.
The incidence of depression that we found is much lower than that reported in a
review by Cuijpers et al.9 of depressive disorders in caregivers of dementia patients.
Their estimate that 48% of the caregivers develop depression was based on only one
study of selective caregivers recruited from psychiatric services and memory clinics. In
our study, we could make use of an unselected population derived from a large num!
ber of general practices and a long follow!up period. Unlike the findings of other stud!
ies, the incidences in our study were based on continuous recordings of diagnoses by
GPs who received a training in recording and coding. The quality of the data recorded
by the GPs was guaranteed in various ways, because the GPs participating in LINH have
several facilities that make it easier for them to code the diagnoses according to the
ICPC. The data were also checked for underreporting.26
Given the lack of studies reporting on the incidence of anxiety in dementia caregiv!
ers, it is difficult to compare our findings with the results of earlier research. We found
a slightly higher IR for anxiety in spouses than in the comparison group, but this differ!
ence was not statistically significant.
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Anxiety (comorbid) is often labeled as stress, or considered to be sufficiently covered
by a diagnosis of depression only, rather than being defined as a separate affective
state.27 Therefore, it is possible that anxiety in spouses and comparison spouses could
sometimes have been missed by the GPs due to the overlapping symptoms in anxiety
and depression.
Our findings are an important addition to the existing literature, because so little is
known about the incidence of depression and anxiety among the spouses of patients
with dementia. We emphasize that our data reflect recorded and not population based
incidences of depression and anxiety in the spouses of patients with dementia and
nondemented persons. This could be seen as a weakness in the study design because
of possible underreporting by the GPs. However, as mentioned above, GPs were sup!
ported in using ICPC coding in several ways, and their registration systems checked for
missing data and reminded the GP to code a diagnosis. Because of that, it is unlikely
that a large number of persons with psychiatric problems were missed.
Moreover, the comparison spouses were selected from the same practice as the
spouses of the patients with dementia, so the quality of the registrations will be the
same for the spouses and the comparison spouses.
One limitation of our study is that morbidity cannot be identified in persons who
do not visit or who do not present specific symptoms to their GP. However, every per!
son in the Netherlands is registered in a general practice, and the vast majority of older
people visit their GP frequently. In our study population, only 4% of the spouses and
8% of the comparison spouses did not visit their GP at all.
Another limitation of our study is that we did not take into account any other
chronic disease than dementia in the partners of the comparison spouse spouses. It is
possible that the comparison spouses were caring for a relative with chronic health
problems other than dementia. For that reason, we want to emphasize that the results
we present do not concern differences between caregivers and noncaregivers but
differences between the spouses of dementia patients and the spouses of nonde!
mented persons.
In conclusion, our results show that the spouses of patients with dementia were
more likely to be diagnosed with depression by their GP than the matched spouses of
nondemented persons. We could not establish this for anxiety. These results indicate
that professionals should pay attention to the high!risk group of spouses who are care!
givers of patients with dementia.
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